Intermodal logistics service providers decide on the routing of demand through their service network. Long-haul routing decisions determine the selected departure and arrival terminals for containers and imply corresponding drayage tasks. Traditionally, given these long-haul routes and fixed drayage tasks, drayage operations are planned in a second phase by establishing truck routes to transport containers to and from terminals by truck. In this paper, operational decisions on local drayage routing in large-volume freight regions with multiple terminals on the one hand, and intermodal long-haul routing on the other hand are merged into an integrated intermodal routing problem. Different long-haul routing decisions imply different drayage tasks to be performed and thus impact total trucking costs. The approach aims at reducing the number of road kilometres and increases bundling opportunities by maximising the long-haul capacity utilisation. In this way, it contributes to the modal shift towards intermodal transport and a more sustainable transport system. As a weekly planning horizon is used, a maximum daily active time and a minimum overnight's rest are included for multi-day drayage routing. A large neighbourhood search heuristic is proposed to solve the integrated intermodal routing problem. This integrated planning approach provides decision support for routing customer orders throughout the intermodal network with the aim of minimising total transport costs and maximising capacity utilisation. Experiments show the added value of the integrated approach, which uses more information to make better-informed decisions and increase the capacity utilisation. The largest savings in trucking costs are obtained for clustered instances with demand characteristics closest to real-life cases. Finally, a real-life case study analyses the impact of tactical service network design decisions on the total operational costs.
Introduction
Forecasts indicate that European freight transport by road is expected to increase by 40% by 2030 and even by over 80% by 2050 compared to 2005. Despite the fact that road transport is less sustainable and environmentally friendly, it has the largest share in the modal split with 76.4%, followed by 17.4% and 6.2% for rail and waterways respectively [1] . This expected continued growth in freight transport and its associated environmental impact present one of the major challenges in the transport sector [2, 3] . Intermodal rail transport provides a promising opportunity to achieve a modal shift away from unimodal road transport and towards a more sustainable transport system. It combines the accessibility of road transport with economies of scale of rail transport. Furthermore, bundling load units on trains over long distances also relieves congested highways and reduces CO 2 -emissions and thus releases pressure on the environment [4] .
Intermodal transport involves multiple actors and decision makers, resulting in a more complex planning environment compared to unimodal road transport. Synchromodal transport further increases this complexity as it requires informed and flexible planning [5] . The emergence of the Physical Internet [6] , where containers are routed through an interconnected network of transport modes and routes, also creates new planning challenges. As the level of integration of different transport modes and decision levels influences the attractiveness of intermodal transport, adequate decision support systems for human planners at the operational decision level should be developed. Fast planning algorithms with real-life problem characteristics should be available to accommodate decisions in a complex intermodal setting.
Ambra et al. [7] emphasise this need for innovative integrated support systems with a focus on cost efficiency. For intermodal transportation to be advantageous, the integrated planning should be executed effectively and efficiently in order to minimise total transport costs and maximise service capacity utilisation, which in turn also results in decreasing costs of the transport system. Costs related to the execution of first-and last-mile drayage operations are an important aspect within this regard. At the same time, customer requirements should be respected. In addition, in order to get a competitive advantage compared to other intermodal operators, customers may be offered the possibility to book orders close to the required pick-up deadline for transport.
Intermodal logistics service providers must decide on the planning of drayage and main-haul transport. Tactical decisions are related to the selection of intermodal transport services and the allocation of existing resources [8] . The service network design determines the routes on which services are offered and the characteristics of each service [9] . Characteristics of regular long-haul services include the route, intermediary stops, frequency, vehicle and convoy type, capacity and speed. Most of these characteristics are unchanged for a given scheduling period [10] . Often, weekly planning cycles are fixed for at least six months. At the operational decision level, policies have to be determined for routing containers throughout the given intermodal network and services [9] . Intermodal routing or route selection is concerned with the selection of routes or itineraries for individual containers over a given intermodal network [9, 11] , related to a planning horizon of one or several days. The problem also includes real-time itinerary replanning and asset management [12] . Next, during train load planning, containers are assigned to specific locations on intermodal trains while including detailed capacity considerations related to the wagon and slot length, and weight restrictions [13] . The fact that these problems and decision levels are interrelated is recently stressed by several authors (e.g., van Riessen et al. [14] , Zhang and Pel [15] ).
In current literature, decisions with respect to the long-haul transport and vehicle routing of trucks in a service region are usually considered independently. The distance or travel time between each customer location and the available terminals is taken into account when solving the intermodal long-haul routing problem. It results in a drayage task in each region. The truck cost is approximated by the direct distance between a customer and a terminal location. Clearly defined drayage operations are arranged in a second phase by combining pickup and delivery operations between customer locations and terminals into routes. In this sequential approach, the combination of pickup and delivery tasks in truck routes (i.e., the real total drayage cost) is ignored initially. However, the integration of vehicle routing problems into the intermodal terminal selection and container routing throughout the network may provide cost savings and a better utilisation of the available transport capacity.
In an integrated approach, the long-haul service is not fixed in advance, which results in multiple feasible drayage tasks per region, of which one per region has to be selected simultaneously with the decision on the long-haul service. In this paper, a model formulation and algorithm are proposed to compare the sequential and integrated approach, and quantify potential savings. The proposed integrated approach contributes to a more sustainable transport system by reducing the distances travelled using road transport. Moreover, by maximising the long-haul capacity utilisation, bundling opportunities can be fully deployed. A heterogeneous fleet of trucks and load units, multi-day truck scheduling and long-haul service capacity limits are considered. The focus is on rail transport for the long-haul, as most countries have access to an extensive rail network, whereas waterways are not always available. Figure 1 shows a possible truck cost reduction for the request indicated in black symbols by using an integrated approach. The selected long-haul service is indicated by the bold line between both regions. Whereas a sequential approach would select the long-haul service connecting both upper terminals, an integrated approach might select the lower service which may not have the lowest direct trucking distance, but results in the lowest total cost by combining different drayage tasks in a single truck route. In this paper, literature on both intermodal routing for the long-haul and intermodal vehicle routing problems and the contribution of this study are discussed (Section 2). The considered integrated planning problem is based on a real-life case study from the viewpoint of the transport planning department of an intermodal service operator with a network of long-haul services consisting of either own trains, purchased services which are managed by external parties, or a combination of both. Formulations for both subproblems in the sequential approach, as well as an integrated intermodal routing problem with real-life problem characteristics in which truck routing and long-haul routing decisions are made simultaneously, are proposed in Section 3. A large neighbourhood search algorithm is developed to solve the problem using both approaches, as discussed in Section 4. It includes a discussion on the multi-day scheduling procedure required to find feasible truck schedules. In Section 5, the sequential and integrated approach are compared by conducting computational experiments. Using the integrated approach, Section 6 presents a real-life case study and focuses on analysing the impact of tactical service network design decisions made by an intermodal service operator on the total operational costs. The main conclusions are summarised in Section 7.
Related Literature
The integrated intermodal routing problem relates to two problem settings in current literature which are usually solved independently: on the one hand routing containers (or load units) throughout the long-haul network, including service network design problems at the tactical level and intermodal routing at the operational level, and on the other hand vehicle routing problems in the context of drayage operations around terminals. Recent advances in literature on both types of problems are discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 respectively. Section 2.3 presents the closest related research for integrating both problems. Section 2.4 concludes with the contribution of this paper compared to current research.
Long-Haul Service Network Design and Intermodal Routing
A literature survey on models and solution approaches for multimodal freight transport is presented by SteadieSeifi et al. [12] . Strategic, tactical and operational planning problems are discussed. The study shows that service network design and network flow planning problems are often solved using tabu search and neighbourhood search heuristics.
Decision levels. Current research indicates that operational and tactical decisions are interrelated. Operational intermodal routing problems may include real-time planning and replanning [11, 14, [16] [17] [18] and asset management (and repositioning) decisions [11, 16, [19] [20] [21] . They sometimes include fixed costs for selecting services, which relates to the tactical service network design. This can be explained by the fact that routes selected at the tactical decision level may no longer be feasible if disruptions occur at the operational level [16] . Tactical problems usually assume that delivery time windows can be violated, whereas at the operational phase, time windows are usually constraints. However, some operational problems allow late delivery at a penalty cost [14, 17, 20, 22] . This shows that different decision levels are linked. Although some papers include more than one decision level, most research focuses on a single problem and decision level. This research combines two operational problems. The integrated problem is used to study the influence of changes in tactical decisions on operational transport costs.
Service characteristics and objectives. A mix of different types of transport services may be used, such as flexible or fixed, and own or externally managed services (e.g., Moccia et al. [23] ). Flexible services can be activated ad hoc in accordance with the requirements, such as the decision to operate trucks or purchase slots on trains during peak periods, while fixed services usually provide a fixed capacity between a given departure and arrival location with a given schedule. Operators need to determine the capacity of own means and negotiate slot contracts with third parties based on estimated future demand. While services operated by other parties are generally purchased at a fixed cost per container, own services may be subject to economies of scale (e.g., Moccia et al. [23] , Chang [24] , Caramia and Guerriero [25] ). For each service offered, current literature generally includes high-level capacity restrictions such as a maximum 'flow' or 'quantity'. Some papers include a total allowed maximum length in twenty foot equivalent units (TEU) or weight per service. From contacts with the transport sector, we learned that rail transport contracts with external parties include agreements which stipulate how much transport capacity is purchased. Slot agreements include detailed information on the number of slots, their (length) dimensions and the allowed weight for each selected slot. For own services, wagons are leased for a longer period based on expected transport requests. These aspects related to the determination of the mix of slot types should be determined at the medium term (i.e., tactical decision level). At the tactical level, van Riessen et al. [26] and Rudi et al. [27] consider a maximum weight and length, and number of containers and weight respectively. At the operational level, multiple types of capacity limits are included by van Riessen et al. [14] , Bock [17] , Moccia et al. [23] and Di Febbraro et al. [18] .
Pre-and end-haulage costs are part of the total route costs, and are usually considered as direct links between shipper or receiver nodes and terminal nodes in the transport network. Combinations of pickup and delivery tasks during drayage operations (i.e., street turns) are not accounted for, but occur in practice.
Pre-and End-Haulage Transport
Intermodal local drayage operations are concerned with the pickup and delivery of full-truckload inbound and outbound containers in the service region of an intermodal terminal within time windows at terminals and customer locations [28] . The aim is to find efficient truck routes between intermodal terminals and customer locations, where trucks typically have a capacity of a single container. Total transport distances and costs can be reduced by allowing direct transport between customer locations (i.e., street turns), which reduce empty transport distances. For a state of the art on general vehicle routing problems, the reader is referred to Toth and Vigo [29] and Braekers et al. [30] .
The vehicle fleet is often considered homogeneous; only two papers discuss a heterogeneous fleet [31, 32] . Multiple vehicle depots can be included [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . Moreover, to cope with imbalances between demand and supply of containers at different locations, the allocation of empty containers can be modelled [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . Time windows at intermodal terminals reflect either opening hours of terminals or ultimate arrival times for a long-haul service selected in advance. In the latter case, the long-haul service network and routing characteristics are implicitly included and assumed to be given.
Although several papers include multiple terminals [32, [34] [35] [36] [38] [39] [40] , it is generally assumed that the pickup location (i.e., arrival terminal) of inbound full containers and delivery location (i.e., departure terminal) of outbound full containers are known and fixed. This implies that long-haul routing decisions are assumed to be given.
Research Opportunities
Integrating the decision on which pickup tasks and delivery tasks to combine in truck routes when making intermodal routing decisions may lead to reduced trucking costs and possibly different long-haul itineraries for individual containers. The integration of both interdependent problems, the determination of long-haul routes and drayage routes, into an integrated intermodal container routing problem may result in important cost savings. However, compared to our model, research efforts which simultaneously consider both decisions are still limited.
In the literature on dial-a-ride problems, Posada et al. [41] integrate transfers to and from timetabled public transport into the classical dial-a-ride problem. Decisions on which transfer terminals to use (and thus which public transport line) are made simultaneously with vehicle routing decisions. The closest related research on freight transport consists of several recent research efforts. Medina et al. [42] synchronise the service network design and vehicle routing problem by assigning each customer location to a single terminal. Dragomir et al. [43] formulate a less-than-truckload (LTL) pickup and delivery problem with interregional lanes for long-haul vehicles between multiple regions, using multiple depots transport modes. No solution method is provided. Soriano et al. [44] solve a two-region LTL multi-depot pickup and delivery problem. However, long-haul schedules and capacity limits for the main-haul, multi-day truck scheduling and heterogeneous vehicles are not considered. Wolfinger et al. [45] also consider transport over longer distances using multiple transport modes. They include a limited daily active time, but no minimum overnight's rest. Further, as schedules or capacity restrictions for the long-haul are ignored, trade-offs between drayage costs and long-haul routing cannot be examined.
Moccia et al. [23] focus on the decision of which mix of fixed and flexible (requested ad hoc) services should be activated from other operators, given the fact that certain train services are purchased with train weight and length limits. Their problem is clearly related. However, truck routing in a service region and detailed capacity considerations are not included. With respect to intermodal drayage, only one paper [32] includes a flexible terminal assignment cost in a vehicle routing problem within the service region of an intermodal terminal. However, no long-haul service characteristics are incorporated. To the best of our knowledge, no paper considers both real-life rail service and drayage characteristics and handles intermodal routing and drayage in an integrated way.
With respect to capacity levels, clear differences exist between literature on intermodal routing and train load planning. Current research on train load planning includes detailed capacity requirements (i.e., size and weight) when containers are already assigned to specific rail routes. On the other hand, problems aimed at routing containers throughout a service network generally consider a very high-level view on capacity (e.g., several containers). Furthermore, in practice, at the tactical decision level, the intermodal operator determines slots to be purchased on externally managed trains and wagon lease agreements of own services. This relates to the physical dimensions of transport requests at the operational level (e.g., 30ft, 45ft). When demand for transport requests is high, capacity limits of slots of each dimension on external services or the total available length or weight for own services may influence the selected long-haul route for individual requests (e.g., if not enough capacity is available of a specific dimension at one service, another should be selected). Within this regard, a heterogeneous fleet of trucks is also employed for containers of varying dimensions. These more detailed capacity requirements related to the dimensions of slots, wagons and trucks must be integrated into container routing decisions.
Contributions
To the best of our knowledge, a new, integrated intermodal routing problem is proposed and compared with a sequential approach in which first intermodal routing decisions and next decisions on drayage operations are made. An integrated planning approach simultaneously decides on the routing of containers throughout the network and local truck routing with a heterogeneous truck fleet in each service region. By considering drayage and long-haul costs simultaneously, total transport costs may be reduced. In this integrated approach, the customer pickup location for outbound containers and the customer delivery location of inbound containers within each service region are known and time windows at customer locations are fixed. A container can be transported via any available long-haul connection, implying that the departure and arrival terminal are not fixed.
Capacity considerations are added which are generally not dealt with in intermodal routing, such as length and weight limits. This is in line with operational problems such as the train load planning problem, which does include a very detailed level of capacity limits. Service contracts with other transport operators include detailed capacity information, such as several slots per length type and weight category. Moreover, not all containers can be carried by any truck, depending on the dimensions of containers and trucks. This may result in separate routes for different types of containers and trucks. Different container types related to the physical dimensions are assigned to the appropriate slot dimensions for long-haul rail services and with the routing of a heterogeneous fleet of trucks for pre-and end-haulage operations. While trucks start and end their route at a depot located at a terminal, they can be out for multiple days before returning to the depot. An overnight's minimum resting period is enforced at any location after a maximum daily active time. These operational considerations influence the routing decisions and should therefore be included.
The integrated planning approach, with capacity considerations for trucking and rail planning, is aimed at maximising the overall long-haul network capacity utilisation and minimising total transport costs. In the next sections, operational capacity requirements are included in decisions on both routes of containers throughout a service network and intermodal drayage routes for pickups and deliveries. The goal is to analyse potential savings by using an integrated approach, and to provide insights in how to best use the current network for intermodal activities.
Problem Formulation
An intermodal service operator considers several full-container requests which should be transported from their customer origin location to their customer destination location through an intermodal network with two large service regions. Within each service region, local pre-and end-haul operations should be performed. Between both service regions, long-haul transport is available. No unimodal direct trucking between customer origins and destinations is allowed, which is acceptable if the distance between the two service regions is relatively high. The aim is to minimise the total transport cost, which consists of both rail transport and trucking costs.
Each request has a known weight, length (or container type), and time window within which it can be transported, and must be routed throughout the intermodal network from its customer origin location to its customer destination location. Time windows consist of an earliest pickup time at the customer origin location (i.e., release time of a request) and a latest arrival at the customer delivery location (i.e., due time of a request).
The long-haul network consists of several terminals in each service region. Links representing available services connect the terminals in periodical, usually weekly, planning cycles. Each rail service is characterised by a capacity limit, a departure terminal and an arrival terminal, a cutoff time before which containers using that service must arrive at the departure terminal and a time at which the containers are released at the arrival terminal, after which the containers are available for pickup by trucks for last-mile drayage. Multiple services with the same departure and arrival terminal may exist with different departure days and times. It is assumed that the available scheduled services are known and a long-haul service has to be selected for each load unit. The rail haul cost for transporting a request using a service depends on the service and the container type of each request. An example of a network is visualised in Figure 2 . Within each service region, trucks perform pickup and delivery operations. Each request requires two truck drayage tasks, one pickup task from its customer origin location to the selected terminal in the service region, and one delivery task from a terminal in another region to its customer destination location. Moreover, it is assumed that empty container repositioning between terminals is determined afterwards in accordance with the demand for empty containers. Truck depots are located at some of the terminals. Containers never stay at a customer location, as trucks wait for loading or unloading. A limited, heterogeneous fleet of trucks, with a capacity of a single container, is available, with as many truck types as container types. Separate truck routes for each type of container must be established. Truck costs are assumed to be proportional to the travelled distance. Trucks depart at the start of the planning horizon at a depot and return before the end of the planning horizon, consisting of multiple consecutive days, to the same depot. After performing pickup an delivery operations during a maximum daily active time, trucks should spend the night at any node in the network for a minimum overnight's rest time.
Flows in both directions between the service regions are considered to route containers in two ways between the regions, which implies that the truck routing in each of the regions includes both pickup tasks of containers at customers to deliver at terminals and delivery tasks of containers picked up at terminals to customer locations.
This results in the following notation. The problem will be solved in the following two ways in order to compare an integrated approach with a sequential approach. The sequential method first assigns each request to a long-haul service. A request can only be assigned to a service if the departure terminal can be reached in time with a direct truck route from the customer pickup location to the departure terminal, and the customer delivery location can be reached in time with a direct truck route from the arrival terminal to the customer delivery location. Furthermore, capacities of the services are accounted for. The objective is to find the least-cost assignment, where trucking costs are approximated using the direct distances between customer locations and the selected terminals. Consequently, a pickup task-from a customer pickup location to a known departure terminal-and a delivery task-from a known arrival terminal to a customer delivery location-are defined for each request. In a second phase, for each region these drayage tasks are combined into truck routes which minimise the total trucking cost. The integrated approach considers both the service selection and the truck routing simultaneously. This implies that the entire truck route costs are considered when assigning requests to services, instead of just the transport costs incurred by travel between a customer location and a terminal.
Both subproblems of the sequential approach are discussed in Section 3.1. The section presents a mathematical formulation for the intermodal long-haul routing problem for routing containers through a given intermodal network of long-haul services, as well as the vehicle routing problem used to minimise trucking costs for local pickups and deliveries of full containers. Finally, both problems are considered simultaneously in Section 3.2 in order to minimise the total operational cost of the intermodal truck-rail transport network using an integrated approach.
The Sequential Approach

The Intermodal Long-Haul Routing Problem
Given the available periodic service schedules and characteristics, the aim of the intermodal routing problem is to determine the movement of requests throughout the given network in order to minimise total transport cost, consisting of the pre-haul trucking cost from a customer pickup location and the departure terminal, long-haul rail costs, and end-haul trucking from the arrival terminal to the customer delivery location. The problem is formulated as follows: Parameters 
0, else
For a single planning period, which consists of a one-week planning cycle, the following problem can be formulated.
The objective is to minimise total transport costs (1). Exactly one service is to be selected for each load unit, as indicated by constraints (2) . The total capacity between two rail nodes is limited by constraints (3)-(5). The heterogeneous slots purchased on external long-haul services are linked with containers of the same dimensions by constraints (3). For own long-haul services, constraints (4) and (5) impose a maximum length and weight respectively. It is assumed that a feasible assignment of containers to the specific locations on wagons can be found using a detailed train load planning algorithm as for example proposed in Heggen et al. [13] . Furthermore, each container r can only be assigned to a specific rail service if its release time a r at the customer increased with the time needed to arrive at the considered terminal allows the container to arrive before the service departure (6) . Each container can only leave a terminal after release at the arrival terminal of the selected service, and must arrive at its customer delivery location before its due date b r (7 
Vehicle Routing Problem in Each Region
Within the scope of this problem, it is assumed that the terminal at which each container should be picked up or delivered, is known and fixed because the long-haul problem has been solved first. Total truck route costs in each of the service regions should be minimised, given pickup and delivery locations of containers. Additionally, separate truck routes are established for each vehicle type and related container dimensions v. This results in 2 · |V| routing problems, one for each vehicle type in each region. The proposed formulation can solve these problems all at once.
Each container (or request) requires two drayage tasks. Each drayage task has a pickup node g and delivery node h, of which one is always a customer pickup or delivery location and the other a terminal location to drop off or pick up a container. Depots i ∈ N Dep at which trucks must start and end their routes are located at at least one terminal location per region. The resulting problem is a full-truckload pickup and delivery problem with time windows.
The problem can be formulated as an asymmetric multiple vehicle travelling salesman problem with time windows (am-TSP-TW) [40] , in which a pickup node g and its corresponding delivery node h are merged into a single node i and the distance between two nodes i differs depending on the travel direction. Using the notation of Braekers et al. [40] , each node i ∈ O can be:
, which consists of a customer pickup location (g ∈ N P ) and a terminal (h ∈ N T ), both located in the same service region.
• an delivery task (i ∈ O end r ), which consists of a terminal (g ∈ N T ) and a customer delivery location (h ∈ N D ).
This implies the following characteristics of each node i:
• a cost of visiting a node c i = c gh , with c i = 0 ∀i ∈ O Dep .
• a node type v i , related to the request dimensions. If the node is a pickup task (g ∈ N P , and consequently h ∈ N T ), v i = v g , while v i = v h if it is a delivery task (h ∈ N D , and consequently g ∈ N T ).
• a time window [a i , b i ] within which service at node i should start. For pickup tasks (g ∈ N P ):
As a rail service σ i is selected for each request in a previous phase, one pickup and one delivery node related to each request are known. Routes have to be established in which different nodes are linked, and each truck must start and end its route at a depot. To be able to limit the total maximum duration of a truck route, each depot node i ∈ N Dep is duplicated two times the maximum number of vehicles of the considered type available at the depot. This results in d depot nodes, with d = 2 * Vehicles * Depots, as each route k must start at start depot i = O During the execution of a single drayage task (represented by the service of node i), the truck is loaded, and trucks are not allowed to take an overnight rest. As the last night of the planning horizon constitutes the end of the planning horizon, no overnight stay is included for the night after the last day of the planning horizon.
The compatibility between two nodes in a given route (i.e., for a single truck) cp ijk indicates whether the truck type available for a route k is compatible with two nodes i and j. Depot nodes are characterised by the dimensions v of the truck linked to that route. Therefore, node i and j are compatible in the route of truck k (cp ijk = 1) if their dimensions are identical (v i = v j = v k ), i.e., two identical types of requests with the same dimensions and a truck with the same dimensions, and if they are located in the same region (i = j, reg i = reg j , reg i = reg k ). Finally, M is a sufficiently large number.
The following additional notation is used. Sets: 
The am-TSP can be formulated as follows:
subject to
The objective is to minimise total trucking costs (9) for the pickup and delivery of customer requests. Two nodes can only be connected if physical dimensions of nodes and vehicles are compatible (10) . Each pickup and delivery node is visited once by a compatible vehicle (11) . Constraints (12) imply at most one entering and one leaving vehicle for each pickup and delivery node. Constraints (13) link the start depot and end depot of each route. Only one route can depart from each start depot (14) , which results in a single entering arc for each related end depot. Constraints (15) determine for each vehicle and day in the planning horizon the node at which a night's rest is included, while this can only occur if that node has an outgoing arc (constraints (16)). Time windows at each node must be respected (17)- (19) . Constraints (20) set the time variables between subsequent nodes. Constraints (21)- (26) represent three pairs of constraints of which either one or the other must hold, depending on whether a service in a node is executed at any time or day before or after spending a particular night at that node. They determine the service start within daily time windows (constraints (21)- (22)), daily route start times (constraints (23)- (24)) and daily route end times (constraints (25) - (26)). Constraints (27) - (28) imply a departure after the start of day d and a finish of the daily active time before the end of that day. Furthermore, a limit is placed on the time a truck can operate in a single daily route (29)- (31) . The minimum night's rest between arrival and departure for a given node at which a night's rest is spent is included by means of constraints (32) . 
The Integrated Intermodal Container Routing Problem
In the integrated approach, truck routing and rail planning decisions are interdependent and made simultaneously. Now, truck cost are immediately defined as the total cost of combining pickup and delivery tasks into truck routes as considered in the VRP. In the sequential problem, initially solely transport operations between each customer location and the assigned terminal are included in the long-haul routing problem, after which only the second subproblem (i.e., the VRP) considers total trucking distances.
For a single request r, multiple pickup tasks O pre r and delivery tasks O end r are available, related to the available services. A single, feasible pickup and delivery task should be performed in order to transport a request from its customer origin to its destination. A new binary variable Z i = 1 if a drayage task i should be performed as a consequence of selecting the related long-haul service. All feasible drayage tasks serve as input to the problem and are defined as follows. A drayage task i for pickup operations (i.e., a combination of a pickup location g ∈ N P with a rail departure terminal h ∈ N T related to available service s, i.e., λ 
The problem is formulated as follows:
Rail constraints:
Trucking constraints:
Linking constraints:
Domains:
X rs ∈ {0, 1} ∀r ∈ R; s ∈ S (69)
The objective is to minimise total trucking and rail costs (37) for the delivery of customer requests. Constraints (38)-(41) relate to (2)-(5) of the intermodal routing problem, where one of the feasible services for each request must be selected (with for each feasible service, one feasible pickup and one feasible delivery task). Trucking operations are modelled by means of constraints (42)-(63), related to constraints (10)- (32) . As multiple pickup and delivery tasks are often available for each request r, a single pickup node i ∈ N pre r and delivery node i ∈ N end r should be visited, which is implicitly included. The link between truck route times and rail departures and arrivals are included in the definition of the nodes or tasks. Precedence constraints (64)-(65) link a single pickup and delivery task per request to its related rail service. Finally, the decision variables must be positive real numbers (66), or binary (67)-(71).
Large Neighbourhood Search Heuristic Solution Method
A large neighbourhood search (LNS) [46] algorithm is developed to solve the intermodal routing, in which in each single iteration a large number of requests is removed, and next reinserted into the solution. The framework has proven to lead to good results for vehicle routing problems and pickup and delivery problems [47] . Both a sequential and an integrated version of the heuristic algorithm are presented. The sequential approach serves as a benchmark for the improvements that may be obtained by the integrated intermodal routing problem. The heuristic building blocks are similar for both approaches, but different parts of the solution are destroyed and repaired. For each request, one pickup drayage task (from a customer pickup location to a departure terminal) and one delivery drayage task (from an arrival terminal to a customer delivery location) have to be executed. Both tasks relate to the selected long-haul service. Whereas operators in a sequential setting remove and reinsert individual, fixed drayage tasks (with predetermined terminals), an integrated setting removes and inserts both the pickup and delivery task of any request simultaneously, as well as the selected long-haul service.
Moreover, in practice, the planning for one time period is executed, while an initial planning for future time periods is included, to be used as a starting point for the following time period. We pay attention to this dynamic nature of the problem by including information from past week's planning as well as the initial planning for the following week. If this information would be excluded, besides the fact that this is unrealistic, many pickup tasks would occur at the beginning of the current week, and many delivery tasks would need to be executed at the end of the week. Moreover, this would result in a limited choice of long-haul services, with a lower capacity utilisation for long-haul services with departure in the beginning and at the end of the week, compared to long-haul services in the middle of the week. First, we include requests which were already assigned to a long-haul service with departure in the previous week. For these requests, only the truck delivery task still has to be executed after arrival at the destination terminal. In practice, this is given input for current week's planning. Therefore, it is assumed that these requests are assigned to long-haul services in advance, and only the delivery trucking cost is relevant for this week's problem. The assigned long-haul service and related delivery task do not vary during the execution of the heuristic. The delivery task should only be assigned to a position in a truck route. Second, some requests are assigned to long-haul services which depart in the current planning cycle and arrive in the next. For this type of assignment, the long-haul service is selected by the heuristic. Only the pickup task should be included in truck routes. Delivery tasks in the next week are included by means of the two-way direct distance between the destination terminal and the customer destination, plus a high value M in order to avoid postponing requests. At the same time, this ensures that if postponement is required, a smaller end-haul trucking distance is preferred. For these requests, total assignment costs consist of costs for including the pickup task in truck routes (VRP), long-haul service costs, and direct two-way end-haul truck costs.
The general heuristic structure is presented in Section 4.1, after which the removal and insertion operators are described in Section 4.2. Preliminary feasibility checks for inserting a single node into a candidate solution are explained in Section 4.3. If these checks do not indicate an infeasible solution, a more complex, multi-day scheduling procedure aims at finding a feasible truck schedule for the candidate solution. The procedure is discussed in detail in Section 4.4. These checks are performed in this sequence, with the least time-consuming checks first, as it is hard to determine in advance whether a solution is feasible in a multi-day scheduling context with a minimum overnight's rest and a maximum daily active duration.
General Structure of the LNS
Algorithm 1 provides the general heuristic structure. It includes a constructive heuristic (lines 2-4) as well as a framework with several removal operators (lines 9-12) and insertion operators (lines [13] [14] [15] .
The constructive heuristic consists of first assigning requests to long-haul services by solving the long-haul routing problem using integer linear programming using ILOG Cplex 12.6 in C++, and next inserting for each request its pickup and delivery task-related to the known, assigned long-haul services-into truck routes. These given drayage tasks are inserted in a random order at their best feasible insertion position, i.e., with the lowest additional cost, in order to obtain a good initial solution. This corresponds to the random order best insertion operator of the sequential approach.
In each iteration, one removal operator is selected randomly in which requests or tasks are removed until a given threshold is reached with respect to the number of removed requests or tasks. Next, one insertion operator is selected randomly. Requests are reinserted in order to obtain a new, complete solution. In a sequential approach (Seq.), after requests are assigned to long-haul services in the constructive phase, minimum-cost truck routes are established with known pickup and delivery tasks. Sequential operators aim at removing or inserting single drayage tasks, instead of requests, and the assigned long-haul services remain unchanged. In an integrated approach (Int.), destroy and repair operators consider removing and reinserting requests from the solution. More information on these integrated operators is presented in Section 4.2.
The acceptance criterion for moves includes a function with multiple cost components (lines [18] [19] [20] . The total costs of each solution consist of vehicle routing costs in both service regions (sol new .vrpCost), two-way direct truck costs for drayage tasks to be executed in the next planning period as a result of long-haul services with arrival in the next week (sol new .directTruckCost), and long-haul transport costs (sol new .railCost). Moreover, for accepting new solutions, a worse solution is allowed to be accepted for the vehicle routing cost (sol new .vrpCost · (1 + deviation)) in order to focus on the optimisation of vehicle routes in each service region. Solve exact sequential long-haul problem 4: Apply random order best insertion 5: sol best = sol 0 ; sol best = sol curr 6: LARGE NEIGHBOURHOOD SEARCH 7: for it = 0 to maxIt do 8: sol new = sol curr
9:
Randomly select a DESTROY operator d(·) from: 10: Random removal 11: Worst removal 12: Random order removal of linked tasks or requests 13: Randomly select a REPAIR operator r(·) from: 14: Random order best insertion 15: Two-regret insertion 16 
Integrated Operators
In this section, the operators used within the large neighbourhood search framework are described. Operators which are well-known and have shown to obtain good results for pickup and delivery problems (random and worst removal, random order best insertion and two-regret insertion) [47] , as well as an operator designed to fit the characteristics of the problem are included (random order removal of linked tasks/requests). Integrated operators, which are dedicated to the integrated nature of the problem, are explained in this section. Sequential operators are not discussed individually, but use the same building blocks. The only difference is that in the sequential approach, improvements in truck routes are considered without changing selected long-haul services, as this decision is made in advance. To summarise, sequential operators focus on individual drayage tasks, whereas integrated operators address the entire intermodal route of a request, i.e., the pickup and delivery task as well as the assigned long-haul service. Four removal operators and three insertion operators are included and described next. The removal procedure is repeated until the number of removed requests or drayage tasks, for the integrated and sequential approach respectively, reaches a given threshold. The process of inserting uninserted requests or drayage tasks is repeated until either all requests are inserted or no feasible insertion can be found for a request. If no feasible insertion can be found, the solution is incomplete and the iteration ends.
Random removal of requests: Randomly selected requests are removed from the solution until a given threshold is reached.
Worst removal of requests: Requests are ordered based on the savings that could be obtained by excluding that request from the solution, i.e., if its pickup task and delivery task are omitted from truck routes and the request is removed from the previously assigned long-haul service. The request with the largest savings is removed and savings are updated.
Random order removal of linked requests: Randomly selected requests are removed from the solution. For each randomly selected request r, both the pickup and delivery task are removed, and the request is removed from its assigned long-haul service. Further, if any delivery task immediately precedes the pickup task of request r in its current truck route, the request related to that delivery task is removed too. Similarly, if any pickup task immediately succeeds the delivery task of request r, the request related to that pickup task is removed. Obviously, in the sequential variant of this operator, if a pickup task is selected, the delivery task executed right before is removed if available. For selected delivery tasks, a single pickup task executed afterwards is removed, again if available. By removing subsequent pickup and delivery tasks, subroutes (or street turns) between two terminal visits can be removed from the solution.
Random order best insertion of requests: Uninserted requests are selected randomly. For each request, the best long-haul service is selected, defined by taking an integrated perspective. The sum of the long-haul rail cost and the best corresponding pre-and end-haul cost for inserting tasks into truck routes determine the total cost of assigning a request to a long-haul service and inserting it into a route in each region.
Two-regret insertion of requests: First, for all uninserted requests, the best and second-best insertion costs are calculated, defined by the best and second-best long-haul service, insertion of the pickup node and insertion of delivery node, again taking an integrated perspective. Next, the request with the highest difference between the lowest and the second-lowest total insertion cost is inserted in the solution, after which insertion costs for the remaining requests are updated if required. The idea is to first insert the requests which are the most difficult to insert in order to avoid that they cannot be inserted feasibly anymore if more requests are inserted.
Two other operators, a removal of related requests from similar services and a greedy insertion were considered. However, experiments showed that their omission caused a better objective value. As the removal of both operators simultaneously also results in a significantly increased solution quality, the sequential and integrated heuristic without the greedy insertion and related removal operator will be used in the remainder of this paper.
Preliminary Checks for Inserting a Node
Inserting a node n at its best insertion position, i.e., after predecessor i currently assigned to a route, can only be feasible if several conditions hold. These conditions focus on a single insertion. First, only insertion positions within the same service region are considered (reg i = reg n ). Next, an initial check on the time windows examines whether a i + t i + t in ≤ b n between a predecessor i and n, and whether a n + t n + t nj ≤ b j for inserting n before the current successor of i (denoted with j). If also the dimensions of both nodes match (l i = l n ), it is checked whether a node n can be feasibly inserted between node i and its current successor j based on a regular calculation of the earliest start ES (forward from predecessor i, with ES n = max{a n ; ES i + t i + t in }) and latest start LS (backward from the current successor of i, with LS n = min{b n ; LS j − t nj − t n }), respecting its time window [a n , b n ].
Feasibility of New Routes
Only if all conditions in the preliminary check are satisfied (see Section 4.3)-which are required, but insufficient conditions for feasibility-, another procedure determines whether a feasible schedule can be found for a certain truck with a given sequence of nodes in a candidate solution. As trucks can be out for multiple days, it would not be realistic to assume that they are active for an entire week. Therefore, the scheduling procedure for multiple days should include a minimum overnight's rest and a maximum daily active time. The day at which a task should be executed is not fixed in advance (within given release and due times of a request) and, as such, is part of the decision process.
Nodes in a given sequence are added to a given day's route using the earliest feasible start as long as the daily limit on the route duration T max is not violated. If not feasible, the forward time slack principles, explained in detail later on, are used to shift the route schedule within a single day. It is always better to travel to and serve a node on the current day than shifting one or both of these activities to a future day. Therefore, if a feasible route can be composed on a particular day by reducing that day's route duration, and thus postponing the start of that route, this is always executed. In this part of the procedure, the earliest possible arrival in the last node of the day is assumed to be given and does not shift. Hence, the shift does not restrict the feasibility of the next day. Only if shifting the start of the route is not feasible, travel to and/or service of the node under consideration is tried to be performed on a future day and the entire procedure is repeated for that future day. If all nodes in a route can be feasibly visited, the procedure provides a schedule which satisfies a maximum daily route duration T max , a minimum night's rest T min and daily time windows Q b d and Q a d between which trucking is allowed.
Within this procedure, four types of feasible scheduling options are considered for each node to be added to a route. These are explained below. The procedure evaluates a given sequence of nodes, where nodes i and j are assumed to be two subsequent nodes in the sequence. If adding a new node j does not result in any infeasibility, the next node in the sequence will be evaluated (i.e., i = j and j = successor j , and the procedure is repeated).
The procedure requires two modifications to the forward time slack (F) principles of Savelsbergh [48] and Vidal et al. [49] . The forward time slack (F) indicates the time with which each node served on a particular day can be shifted later in time such that a feasible route can be composed serving all nodes before (and including) the currently considered node based on the earliest start procedure, which calculates the earliest feasible start of a task at any node in a sequence using time windows, service times and travel times. To calculate the forward time slack, both the earliest feasible execution date T i and the cumulative idle time W i are required for a given node i. A first modification, F * service , is explained in case 2 below. A second modification, F * noservice is used in case 3.
Case 1: Travel and service on current day d without changing service start of nodes in route of current day. If adding travel to and service of node j to the current day's route results in a feasible route duration (i.e., T service ≤ T max , with T service equal to the route duration of the current day) and if it can be performed before the end of the current day Q b d , node j is added to the current day's route if this does not result in any infeasibilities of the route of future nodes.
Case 2: Travel and service on current day d with removal of excess waiting time in route of current day. If adding a node j with the regular earliest feasible start results in a violation of the maximum daily route duration (T service > T max ), it is checked whether it is possible to postpone the service start of previous nodes in the route of the current day such that node j can be feasibly included on the current day's route within the maximum daily route duration. If feasible, this is always preferred compared to serving it on a future day. In this case, a first modification to the regular forward time slack F * service = min{F i , W j } is performed. Using the regular time slack F could influence the start of the minimum overnight rest and consequently the start time of the next day, which might lead to an infeasible schedule on the next day. Therefore, one difference with the regular time slack principles is the fact that the service start of the currently considered node j remains unchanged when attempting to shift the start of a day's route. To feasibly include travel to and service at node j, the maximum daily route duration should be respected after shifting the current route (F * service ≥ T service − T max ), and the truck should be able to finish service before the end of that day (ES j + t j ≤ Q b d ). Figure 3 visualises such a feasible shift. Initially, inserting node j is infeasible with a given start of the day, in this case represented by the start of service in node i. However, by postponing the start of a route on a given day with F * service , it becomes feasible to travel to and serve node j, without changing its earliest feasible service start. At the same time, excessive wait time on the route of the current day is reduced. Case 3: Travel on current day d with removal of excess waiting time in route of current day, service on a future day. If adding a node j with the current earliest feasible start results in a violation of the maximum daily route duration (i.e., case 2 is infeasible), it is checked whether it is possible to postpone the service start of previous nodes in the route of the current day such that the travel to node j can be feasibly included on the current day within the maximum daily route duration. An important aspect within this regard is the fact that a minimum night's rest might need to be added before or after serving (i.e., travel towards a node can occur on that day, before actually serving that node on a future day). However, a truck is only allowed to rest with an empty container. Therefore, if postponing the route with F * service is infeasible, a second modification to the forward time slack F * noservice = min{F predec i , W i } is performed, which is equal to zero if no predecessor of i is available on the current day (i.e., no node is served before this node on the current day). It is used to check whether it is feasible to only include the travel to node j on the current day, while service occurs on any future day. Furthermore, the service start of the last node on the current day (represented by node i in Figure 4) is not allowed to shift, as this could influence the feasibility of the next day's route. Again, three conditions must hold: the current day should not be the last day in the planning horizon (d < D), the current day's route can be feasibly shifted such that it does not exceed the maximum daily active time (F * noservice ≥ T noservice − T max ), where T noservice denotes the total active time of a truck on the current day with travel to but without service of node j, and travel should be finished before the end of the current day (
If a single overnight's rest is required before service at node j occurs on the following day, max{ES j ; max{Q a d , T i + t i + t ij + T min }} defines the earliest start. If more than one day passes between travel to and service at node j, the service start is calculated by max{Q a d , T j }. If the service start resulting from this procedure turns out to be infeasible, the solution is infeasible.
Case 4: Travel on next day d + 1, service on future day ≥ d + 1. If cases 1, 2 and 3 are not feasible, it is tested whether it would be feasible to include a night's rest after serving node i on day d. Travel to node j is performed on the next day d + 1 and service of node j occurs on any future day d ≥ d + 1. If travel and service can be feasibly inserted on the same future day, after a minimum night's rest, the service start is defined by max{Q a d + t ij , ES j } if this is on the next day, or by max{ES j , max{Q a d + t ij ; T i + t i + T min + t ij }} any day after the next. Identical to case 3, if one or more days pass between travel and service, the service start of node j as a first activity on any day further in the future depends on the number of days that pass between travel to and service of node j.
Figure 4.
Shift the start of a route on a single day with F * noservice , including travel to node j on the current day, and service of j on a following day.
Comparison of the Sequential and Integrated Approach
The large neighbourhood search heuristic is used to compare results of a sequential and integrated approach. Realistic instances (confidential company data) based on a real-life case study are used as input. An experimental design is proposed to determine an appropriate parameter setting. With these parameter values, the added value of the integrated approach is demonstrated. The experiments are conducted on an Intel Xeon E5-2680v3 processor at 2.5 GHz of the Flemish Supercomputer Center (VSC).
Generated Instances
A real-life case study is investigated in order to provide realistic input to the problem. In the case study, the intermodal operator offers direct rail connections between multiple terminals located within two service regions, the Benelux and Northern Italy. Trains are operated based on given periodical schedules with a cycle of one week, using both own trains and slots on trains operated by other companies. For own trains, the available loading metres and path weight restrictions limit the flows on each route, while for long-haul services managed by other parties the number of slots per length type and their weights must be accounted for. The costs for using long-haul services are fixed once available long-haul services are known.
Long-haul services: The long-haul rail network in this case study consists of real-life long-haul services between two service regions with both forward and backward flows between the regions. This results in 84 unique long-haul services in total, of which multiple long-haul services could consist of the same connection between two terminals, with different departure times. All service characteristics, such as the capacity, departure time, travel time and arrival time of each service are based on real-life data of weekly rail services. The terminals are located at their real-life locations, four within each of the two service regions of 300 km by 250 km ( Figure 5 ). One terminal per region is selected as a truck depot, and a sufficient number of trucks is assumed to be available at each depot. Trucking distances are calculated by means of the euclidean distance between two points.
Requests: Pickup and delivery locations for a request are either defined randomly or clustered within each square service region. Clustered request locations are obtained using intermodal terminals as cluster centres based on the procedure explained by Cordeau et al. [50] , with phi = 0.08. By considering both clustered and random customer locations, the influence of customer locations can be analysed. Moreover, the demand level is varied between a relatively low and high capacity utilisation, with a maximum long-haul capacity of 470 requests for all long-haul services with departure in a single week (and arrival this week or the next). It corresponds to a scale of 1:3 in comparison with real-life problems. Additional requests are generated to account for last week's planning. Requests should be picked up and delivered at customer locations within 5 days after their release date. It is assumed that requests are released uniformly over the extended planning horizon. An equal demand of two types of container requests and trucks (30ft and 45ft) is assumed. The variation in demand characteristics results in 2x3 instance classes, with either randomly generated or clustered customer locations and the demand (in number of requests to be transported) set to either 75%, 85% or 95% of the overall long-haul service capacity. The case with 95% capacity utilisation relates the most to the circumstances a real-life intermodal operator deals with in practice. All combinations of input characteristics for the customer locations and demand level are considered, resulting in six instances classes. An overview is provided in Table 1 . 1  random  75%  2  cluster  75%  3  random  85%  4  cluster  85%  5  random  95%  6 cluster 95%
Class Locations Demand Level
Other input: Values for remaining input parameters are summarised in Table 2 . Depot opening hours [a g ; b g ], g ∈ N dep are set to the length of current week's planning horizon. Service times for pickup and delivery operations at customers t g , g ∈ N P , N D , and load and unload operations at terminals t g , g ∈ N T are added. Service time at the depot t g , g ∈ N Dep is assumed to be zero, as it is assumed that no operations occur at the depot. A trucking cost c ij of one Euro per kilometre travelled is assumed. Table 2 . Input parameters for intermodal routing.
Input Parameter
Value
15 h T min 6 h c ij 1 euro per km
Heuristic Parameters
The goal of this research is to explore and quantify the differences between a sequential and integrated approach. Within this aim, the parameter setting should allow a fair comparison of both approaches. Therefore, for each solution approach, the best parameter setting is determined independently. This implies that the parameter settings for the sequential and the integrated approaches may differ.
For the purpose of tuning the heuristic parameters, two instances are generated per instance class. The result is an experimental design with 12 instances as input, with three factor levels for the removal percentage when destroying part of the solution, and four factor levels for the allowed percentage deviation from the best solution in order to accept new moves. All combinations are tested. Five replications are performed for each instance, for each combination of parameter values. Each replication of a single instance is tested using both approaches. Experimental results executed to determine the parameter setting are provided in Appendix A. Parameter values (Appendix A.1) as well as the stopping criterion (Appendix A.2) are analysed. A summary of the selected parameter values for each approach can be found in Table 3 . Table 3 . LNS parameter setting for testing.
Input Parameter Sequential Integrated
Number of iterations 3000 3000 Acceptance threshold of new solutions dev 0% 1% Removal of requests 5% 5%
Experimental Results
To compare the results of both approaches, experiments are performed with the defined parameter setting using new instances with identical demand characteristics. Within each of the six instance classes, ten instances are generated. Five replications are performed for each instance. Figures 6 and 7 summarise the results obtained for the sequential (in grey) and integrated (in blue) intermodal routing heuristic for all demand characteristics. Generally, the sequential approach leads to shorter run times (Figure 6 ), which is due to the fact that drayage tasks are considered separately. Drayage tasks in different service regions are known and planned independently, as the long-haul service is unchanged. On the other hand, with a focus on changing the route of entire requests in the integrated viewpoint, a larger computation time is required to find a feasible insertion for both the pickup and delivery drayage task when considering assigning that request to another long-haul service. In Figure 7 , the reduction in the objective value (compared to the initial solution of the constructive heuristic) and total real cost are displayed by means of rectangles (improvement_obj) and triangles (improvement_real) respectively. The lower on the vertical axis, the better. The improvement in the real total costs shown in blue (improvement_real) are based on the real total costs incurred, i.e., the sum of long-haul service costs for all departures in the current planning week, costs of truck routes in the current planning week, and direct two-way trucking costs for delivery tasks in the future week (excluding the artificially added high value for assigning requests to long-haul services with arrival in the next week).
With respect to the objective function value (Improvement_obj), few improvements are obtained in the sequential approach, as long-haul services are already fixed and known. Cost reductions are due to a reduction in drayage costs. The objective value is clearly lower in an integrated approach, which demonstrates the advantage of the integrated approach. It is partly due to the fact that more load units can be assigned to long-haul services in the current planning week.
As illustrated by the improvement in the real total cost (Improvement_real), the integrated approach seems especially promising for instances with clustered demand locations. More load units can be planned in the current planning cycle at a reduced total cost. By introducing flexibility in the long-haul service, other drayage tasks can be considered which provide more opportunities to further reduce trucking costs in the service regions. For instances with random customer locations, more load units can be planned, at the cost of an increased drayage cost. Please note that costs are identical for the 85%-random-case. For a smaller demand level, the closest terminal can always be selected if enough capacity is available, and no trade-offs are required. On the contrary, with a higher capacity utilisation, a decision should be made based on the relationship between costs of truck routes and assigned long-haul services, and the closest terminal cannot always be selected. In all demand scenarios, the integrated approach postpones fewer load units to next week's long-haul services at a reduced or small additional truck cost.
Comparing both approaches, the difference in the number of load units assigned to a long-haul service with arrival and departure in the current planning cycle can be observed from Figure 8 . Values larger than zero indicate a higher number of load units assigned to this week's long-haul services in the integrated approach compared to the sequential approach. Clearly, as already suggested based on the general results, for all demand scenarios, the integrated approach is able to process more requests in the current planning cycle. These differences can be explained by the fact that no feasible insertion to long-haul services with departure and arrival in the current planning week is obtained for some requests in the construction of the initial truck routes. Whereas in a sequential viewpoint, no change to the assigned long-haul service is considered, the integrated approach is able to find an assignment to a long-haul service with arrival in the current planning week.
Figures 9 and 10 display the average absolute and percentage difference in the cost per drayage task between the sequential and the integrated approach. A positive value indicates a reduced cost for the integrated approach. The measures are calculated under the assumption of one Euro per euclidean distance unit. Results show a lower trucking cost per drayage task for instances with clustered customer locations in an integrated approach compared to a sequential approach. The higher the capacity utilisation, the larger the savings. On the one hand, a cost reduction is obtained by providing more efficient truck routes. On the other hand, this effect is reinforced because of the fact that more load units are planned on a long-haul service which departs and arrives in the current planning cycle. This further decreases costs as this higher number of load units can also be planned more efficiently.
For demand with random customer locations, it becomes harder to combine drayage tasks in existing truck routes, as distances between the locations are relatively larger. This is also reflected in the results by means of increased costs. Some customer locations might be relatively far away from some terminals, which makes the terminal selection a fixed choice. In these cases, the sequential approach is able to focus on improving truck routes with the given drayage tasks, whereas the integrated approach does not explicitly deal with optimising the truck routes for given drayage tasks. Therefore, the sequential approach might be able to include tasks which are harder to insert into truck routes in a more efficient way.
Trade-offs might exist between increasing the capacity utilisation in the current planning week and reducing trucking costs. For some load units, it could be possible to include these in this week's planning. However, in order to plan these orders, a higher trucking cost must be incurred, especially if the demand is spread randomly across the service region.
To conclude, results of the integrated approach demonstrate that the largest savings are obtained for clustered instances with demand characteristics closest to real-life cases (i.e., high capacity utilisation). In all cases, fewer load units are postponed, consistent with an improved capacity utilisation. For instances with high demand, trucking costs per drayage tasks are reduced in the case of clustered instances, but not for random customer locations.
Case Study: Tactical Service Network Design Decisions
Using the integrated approach for real-life data, insights can be obtained into how operational transport costs are influenced by decisions concerning the service network design at the tactical level. This section serves as an exploratory study on the impact of small changes in the service network on operational costs.
In the medium term, decisions on the service network design are usually determined based on expected aggregate demand flows, without knowledge of their impact on the operational planning. Besides, the decision on the offered service network may also be of strategical importance for reasons of competitiveness. This results in sunk costs for operating long-haul services (e.g., wagon leases, costs of purchased slots) in the short term, in addition to variable transport costs. The analyses in this section aim to demonstrate an additional way in which the integrated intermodal routing problem can be used in practice. Intermodal rail service operators can use this modelling approach to optimise the utilisation of their service network and adapt their services to their customers' expectations by changing some of their decisions in the future, for example when renegotiating transport contracts of slots on long-haul services.
The effect of two possible scenarios impacting the service network is studied in order to analyse their impact on the total operational transport costs of the system. Section 6.1 examines the possible advantages of dividing the overall long-haul rail capacity over a smaller number of long-haul services with a higher capacity per departure. Section 6.2 analyses the impact of congestion at and around terminals. The impact of these realistic scenarios related to the current service network, related to the long-haul network design and selection of long-haul rail services offered, on operational transport costs can be evaluated to provide decision support in an intermodal transport planning environment. Finally, Section 6.3 concludes with managerial insights on the service network design.
The Impact of Changes in the Service Network: Removing Long-Haul Services with Small Capacity
Intermodal service operators decide which services they offer in order to minimise costs and satisfy expected service levels of current or future customers at a tactical level. The selected service network relates to characteristics of the transport requests, such as the customer locations. For example, the distance between customer locations and their closest terminal should not be too large.
Various reasons may exist for service network decisions on (not) opening certain long-haul service connections. Economies of scale can be obtained if less services are operated, resulting in a lower fixed cost for opening and maintaining these services, determined at the tactical decision level. However, if more terminals are operated, this may reduce vehicle routing costs at the operational level. Therefore, the impact of routing transport requests using a smaller number of long-haul services is evaluated. Within this context, long-haul service connections with a smaller capacity are excluded and its capacity is added to long-haul services which already own a larger share of the capacity. Two cases are studied in which each time one connection between two terminals is removed in comparison to the base scenario. Case a omits the connection between terminal 1C and 2D, which is the sole connection of 2D, while case b excludes the connection between terminal 1D and 2C, which is the only existing long-haul service from terminal 1D. The most realistic instance classes with a high capacity utilisation of 95% are used for these analyses. The capacity of the excluded long-haul service is added to the other remaining services to ensure that enough capacity is available for all requests. It is added to the remaining long-haul services in proportion to the current capacity share of each long-haul service. Table 4 displays the average results for both alternative scenarios, a and b, in comparison with the base scenario which consists of the current service network. Performance measures and the number of requests with departure and arrival in the current planning week are indicated. Generally, a slight increase in the number of load units with long-haul service arrival in the next week is observed in all cases, which partly explains the increase in the total cost objective function (TC_obj) in all cases. This also results in an increased two-way direct truck cost (directTruckCost).
Due to a lower overall frequency of service obtained by omitting a long-haul service, a small number of requests cannot be feasibly assigned to a long-haul service arriving in the current planning week. Consequently, more load units arrive at their arrival terminal in the next planning cycle. Furthermore, the availability of fewer long-haul services results in fewer routing possibilities for each request, and higher terminal-to-customer distances, and as such, increases vehicle routing costs (vrpCost).
Operating a smaller number of services results in increased operational, variable transport costs. However, at the medium term, fixed costs for operating these services may be reduced. These costs are not included in the results. Case b involves a higher increase in total costs, as the only connection to terminal 2D (which is not centrally located) is excluded. In case a, two alternative connections are available to the terminals in Italy, while the only connection of terminal 1D is removed. However, another terminal is closely located to terminal 1D, which explains the smaller increase in total costs. When comparing instances with respect to their customer locations, the increase in transport costs is clearly larger for clustered customer locations. For requests with random customer locations, the number of alternative, feasible long-haul services is often higher, resulting in more options and thus flexibility for routing trucks, and lower additional trucking costs.
To conclude, multiple reasons exist for (not) opening long-haul service connections between intermodal terminals. Operating to and from multiple terminals could results in reduced trucking costs at the operational level and more flexibility in the assignment of requests to long-haul services, and as such might increase customer service levels. If the locations of these terminals are spread across the service area, operations can be performed close to both customers and terminals. However, the more terminals are used for transport, the higher the expected fixed costs related to operating long-haul services between terminals. These costs are not included in the analyses. For a given demand volume, costs of a higher long-haul service frequency with a smaller capacity per departure-which may lead to a higher service level offered to customers-should be weighed against the costs of a low departure frequency and a higher capacity per departure. The latter is likely to reduce flexibility due to the fact that fewer long-haul services are available and may result in increased trucking costs.
The Impact of Congestion around Terminals
In practice, some terminals are much more congested compared to other terminals and service operators might tend to avoid such terminals. In this alternative case, the influence of congestion is analysed by means of a penalty time and cost for visiting the direct service area of a single busy terminal, in this case terminal 1A. The true costs of congestion may consist of truck driver wage costs, costs for not being in time-such as planning time and additional costs for finding alternative routing options-and customer dissatisfaction. Therefore, an additional cost of 30 Euro per hour of congestion is included for all trips to and from the congested terminal. As the amount of congestion is uncertain and unknown in advance, scenarios are included with the additional time varying from one hour to three hours, resulting in three congestion scenarios. The goal is to show how the integrated approach can be used on given input data to analyse the impact of congestion on planning decisions.
Experiments are conducted using a representative instance with respect to realistic input data. In real-life, customer locations are somewhere between random and clustered. Therefore, both classes are presented, such that practitioners can select the case which fits their customer base the most. To explore the full impact, experiments are performed using an instance with 85% utilisation to ensure that enough capacity is available at other long-haul connections. In this way, flexibility is allowed in order to show possible routing scenarios, which can be used as the basis for renegotiating transport contracts. These analyses may show at which connections capacity should be increased in order to avoid congested terminals. A structural decrease can be observed in the throughput of terminal 1A. The terminal usage decreases further when congestion time increases. Due to the random customer locations, an assignment to terminal 1A might be required for some requests in order to be feasibly assigned and arrive in time at the customer destination location. Impacted terminals with a connection to terminal 1A in service region 2 are terminals 2A and 2C.
In the Benelux region, terminals 1B and 1C are alternative routing options. They are centrally located in the service region and present feasible alternatives for many requests. The throughput of terminal 1B clearly increases the most as it is directly connected to one of the impacted terminals in the second region. In northern Italy, the relative throughput clearly increases in terminal 2B, which is also centrally located with multiple routing options. While terminal 2C is also characterised by a centralized location, the throughput decreases due to its connection with the congested terminal. This effect outweighs the possible advantages of its central location. Furthermore, due to its direct link with the congested terminal, the share of terminal 2A also slightly decreases. A steady throughput is observed for both terminals 1D and 2D. They are not centrally located, they are less likely to present a feasible alternative for requests which were initially transported via terminal 1A and both terminals each only have a long-haul service connection to a single other terminal.
Results for clustered customer locations show a similar pattern with respect to the impact of a single congested terminal. Detailed results are presented in Appendix B.
The above analysis provides insights in alternative routing decisions in order to avoid congested terminals.
Managerial Insights
Intermodal operators offer a service network through which transport requests are routed for the long-haul transport. Tactical decisions on the design of the service network are made in the long term using expectations about future demand, and transport contracts for operating long-haul services or purchased slots on long-haul services of other operators are fixed for multiple months. At the operational level, transport requests are routed through this given service network offered by the intermodal operator.
Usually, transport requests are assigned to the long-haul service with the smallest total terminal-to-customer distance. However, this might not always prove to be the best decision as not all information is accounted for. Vehicle routing costs are ignored, and initial assignments might not always be feasible, for example due to customer-depot distances or trucking and driving constraints. By taking an integrated perspective, infeasible long-haul routing decisions based on incomplete information can be avoided. By including information on feasible vehicle and long-haul routes and accounting for capacity restrictions on long-haul services and a heterogeneous truck and container fleet, the integrated approach aims at providing better-informed decisions in comparison with the traditional, sequential method. For example, when setting pricing decisions for customers based on more complete information, a more accurate price might be charged corresponding closer to real costs incurred. Furthermore, ideally, the service network should evolve in time in order to adapt to expected customer demand characteristics. The proposed integrated intermodal routing problem allows to evaluate the impact of variations in expected customer demand. Before accepting new customers, the integrated method could analyse the possible impact on transport costs and routing decisions. When renegotiating transport contracts on purchased slots, such evaluation can be used to propose adaptations to the service network accordingly.
Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, potential savings and advantages of an integrated approach for intermodal routing are examined. The proposed integrated intermodal routing heuristic encourages a seamless integration of decisions on truck routing and long-haul intermodal service selection. A reduction of drayage costs and an improvement of the capacity utilisation stimulate the use of intermodal transport. While this study focuses on a two-region truck-rail network, the solution approach can deal with other transport modes and multiple regions.
It is demonstrated that cost savings can be obtained by the integrated approach in which decisions on truck routing and long-haul container routing are made simultaneously. Although cost savings are not obtained for instances with customer locations placed randomly in the service regions, more load units can be transported, indicating a better utilisation of the available long-haul capacity. Besides, for clustered instances, savings in trucking costs are obtained. Moreover, results indicate that a trade-off exists between increasing the capacity utilisation in the current planning week and reducing vehicle routing costs. Finally, computation times amount to a maximum of 1000 seconds, which is certainly acceptable for the design of the planning of an entire week.
Future work may focus on a dynamic version of the problem. Whereas the current approach serves the purpose of providing insights in the way the current service network design impacts total transport costs, a more operational approach considering planning on a daily basis could further support the day-to-day planning process. Furthermore, at the tactical level, the service network and its characteristics are variable. To cope with occasional capacity shortages, overflow can be assigned to one-time purchased slots at an additional cost. By optimally managing own services and services offered by other operators, total costs of operating the transport system could be further reduced. To determine a parameter setting, tests are executed using various parameter values for both the sequential and the integrated approach. Table A1 shows the tested parameter values of the large neighbourhood search heuristic. Table A1 . LNS algorithm parameters for tuning.
Input Parameter Tested Values
Number of iterations [0;3000] Removal of requests 5%; 10%; 15% Acceptance threshold of new solutions dev 0%; 1%; 3%; 5% Experimental results for the parameter tuning phase with respect to the solution quality are summarised in Figure A1 . Computation times are visualised for both approaches in Figure A2 after 3000 iterations. INT -Avg Improvement_real (all) Figure A1 . LNS parameter tuning: average solution quality (reduction in total costs compared to initial solution) for the sequential (SEQ) and integrated (INT) approach after 3000 iterations; Improvement_obj = reduction in total costs including high value for load units with long-haul service arrival in next planning cycle; Improvement_real= reduction in real total costs.
For each combination of parameter values, Figure A1 displays the percentage reduction in the objective function value obtained after 3000 iterations in comparison with the initial solution found by the constructive heuristic on the vertical axis, averaged over all instances. The lower on the vertical axis, the larger the cost reduction, and the higher the solution quality. The initial solution is identical in both approaches for a single instance. On the horizontal axis, the percentage of requests or tasks that is removed from the solution is indicated in the bottom. Above each removal percentage, variations in the allowed deviation for accepting new moves are reported. Results of the sequential and integrated approach are shown in grey and blue respectively. Dotted lines indicate the solution quality of the objective function, while real total costs are illustrated using solid lines. The difference between both performance measures relates to the artificial, high value for load units assigned to long-haul services with arrival in the next planning cycle. This high value is included in the objective function, but excluded from the real total cost. Generally, it can be observed that, when the allowed deviation from the current best solution is too small, changes in the long-haul service assignments are not possible, and reductions in the objective value are small. On the other hand, if the allowed deviation is too big, this has a negative impact on the costs of truck routes, and thus on the real total costs.
For each parameter setting, the integrated setting (blue lines) shows a larger percentage reduction in the objective function (dotted lines) as well as total costs (solid lines) in comparison with the sequential setting (grey lines). This is partly due to the fact that more load units can be assigned to this week's long-haul services. For the same parameter setting, total costs for drayage operations are always smaller in an integrated approach, and more drayage tasks are performed in the current planning week.
Tuning results for the sequential approach show that small improvements in the objective value are observed compared to the initial solution found by the constructive heuristic (indicated by the grey dotted lines) for all combinations of parameter settings. This demonstrates that the quality of the initial solution seems to be rather high. The real total costs (grey solid lines) consistently increase as the allowed deviation for accepting new solutions increases. This can be observed for each value of the removal percentage. A similar pattern is observed for the objective function (grey dotted lines). A slight decrease in the performance of the sequential heuristic is observed if the removal percentage is increased above 5%. This may be due to the fact that a small removal percentage already relates to a high absolute number of drayage tasks. Based on these observations, it can be concluded that total costs rise while the number of tasks to plan does not change when either the acceptance threshold or the removal percentage increases. Besides, computation times increase when removing more drayage tasks. As the graph demonstrates a good overall performance when accepting only improving solutions, and real total costs are minimised at a 5% removal rate, a 0%-acceptance threshold in combination with a removal of 5% of the drayage tasks leads on average to a minimum-cost solution for the sequential approach.
For the integrated version of the heuristic, results show larger differences in the objective and total cost values for varying parameter settings. For the objective function, it is clear that accepting improving solutions only (i.e., 0% deviation) results in the worst objective value. When looking at the overall average real total cost (given by the blue solid lines), it can be concluded that a 1% deviation is the best choice. Other values for the allowed deviation when accepting new solutions (3% and 5%) result in the same objective value, at a higher real total cost. With respect to the different removal percentages, a very slight reduction in the objective value is observed when increasing the removal percentage. As results are quite similar and the computation time increases substantially when increasing the removal percentage, a 5% removal is selected.
Appendix A.2. The Stopping Criterion
Next, the stopping criterion is analysed. Figure A3 shows the relationship between the solution quality and the number of executed iterations. The solution quality is measured by means of the average percentage improvement (i.e., reduction) in the objective value, and thus the artificial, high values for load units assigned to long-haul services with arrival in the next planning cycle are included. It is an average over all replications and all instances within a single instance class. It can be observed that the largest improvements are obtained for realistic instances with a demand at 95% of the available capacity, and thus the integrated approach is most advantages for these realistic instances. In the integrated approach, the solution quality increases consistently and flattens out around 3000 iterations. The solution quality of the sequential heuristic levels out much earlier. However, in order to maintain a fair comparison, 3000 iterations are used for both approaches. Within the aim of this study, computation time is not the most critical criterion in order to demonstrate the difference between two approaches. If the solution approach is to be used in practice and computation time is an issue, one could easily adapt the stopping criterion to a maximum allowed computation time. Figure A4 visualizes the throughput changes due to congestion for clustered customer locations. Results for clustered customer locations show a similar pattern as random customer locations with respect to the impact of a single congested terminal. In the Benelux, the relative increase in the usage of terminal 1B is larger. Due to the clustered request customer locations and the centralized location, this terminal might provide an interesting, feasible alternative for more requests impacted due to congestion. For terminal 1C, the impact is smaller, as in the base case, its share is already relatively high. In the second service region, the decrease in the importance of terminal 2C is even larger.
Appendix B. Results for the Congestion Scenario with Clustered Customer Locations
